MEDIUMS
FOR CHANGE
YOUTH EXPRESSION PROJECT

Nebraska junior high, middle school, and high school students are
invited to enter the Mediums for Change Youth Expression Project.
Mediums for Change is an art, digital media, poetry, and prose contest
for young people across Nebraska. Following five themes, young folks
are encouraged to respond to a theme in a way that feels appropriate
to them. Winners will be chosen from the submissions. All chosen
winners will be published in a book and receive copies; a top
percentage of winners will also be given cash prizes. A celebration will
take place in honor of all the published creatives in Lincoln.
More information can be found at
https://www.nebraskacoalition.org/mediums-for-change
"Everybody is talented because everybody who is human has something
to express."
Brenda Ueland
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Create an original form of expression in response to one of our five themes:
Migration is Beautiful
Our Planet is Sacred
In Language Lies Power
Everyone Deserves Justice
My Voice is My Own
The mediums accepted are poetry, prose, artwork, and digital media. Writing
must be less than 100 words and other forms of expression must be shared in
one file or photograph. Each person can submit up to three entries. Check out
the submission instructions for information on sharing your expression with us.
WHO CAN ENTER?
Student authors and artists should be in Nebraska junior high, middle school,
or high school. All public, private, and alternative school settings are
applicable.
AWARDS
All creatives from the top 50 or more and above will be included in the
Mediums of Change book publication. All featured authors and artists will
receive a copy of this book as well as their school.
In addition, a percentage of the top submissions will win $100 cash prizes or
$50 cash prizes.
DEADLINE
Deadline for submissions is February 1, 2020.
QUESTIONS?
Questions? Contact us at mediumsforchange@nebraskacoalition.org!
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SUBMISSIONS
After you've created your original expression, share it with us! We will be
taking our submissions via email and standard mail. Please send the
application attached to this packet and the appropriate attachment including
your creation to mediumsforchange@nebraskacoalition.org. If you'd like to
send in your submission via mail please send your submissions to:
Mediums for Change
Nebraska Coalition to End Sexual and Domestic Violence
245 S 84th Street, Suite 200
Lincoln, NE 68510

SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS
If you are sending in poetry, prose, or other written word, please send your
creation as an attachment in Word or PDF format. If your creation is in the form
of art, please take a photo and send it as an attachment. If you believe that a
photo does not fully capture your form of expression, please send a video!
Videos must be less than one minute long. Please refrain from verbally
explaining your artwork in a video--let it speak for itself!

SUBMISSION QUESTIONS
If you have any questions about how to share your creation with us, send us an
email at mediumsforchange@nebraskacoalition.org! We'd be happy to help.
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MIGRATION IS BEAUTIFUL

Like the Monarch Butterflies who fly South when the air turns brisk and the
Atlantic Salmon who move from freshwater to saltwater to feed and grow,
migration occurs in many forms of natural life. Humans migrate to find safer
spaces and to grow just as the animals do. Our ancestors have moved
throughout the planet for many reasons. The first humans migrated from Africa
into Europe as their culture transformed. Many Pilgrims migrated to the
Americas to seek a safe space to practice their religion. Indigenous tribes
migrated throughout Nebraska and the plains seasonally to gather food. Our
world is colored by a history of migration and our country can trace its diverse
roots through this history of migration. The beauty that we see in our families,
communities, and towns is due to the strength of our ancestors and their
choice to migrate. Migration is natural. Migration is beautiful.

GET STARTED!
Think about your loved ones and their stories of migration. Imagine the
pathways that they took, the goodbyes said, and the happiness and safety
found. What is your story of migration? Have you moved throughout our
world? What are your ancestors' stories of migration? What stories of
migration have you heard from others, in school, or in other forms of
expression? What do those stories mean to you?

NEED MORE INSPIRATION?
Check out theses poems: "Mother Country" by Richard Blanco, "Another
Country" by Ryan Teitman, and "Migration" by Ana Božičević. View these works:
"Strangers" by Edel Rodriguez, and "Kurds" by Hayv Kahraman.
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OUR PLANET IS SACRED
Our planet is our home. It's air allows us to breathe, its water gives us life, and
its nature feeds our bodies. Our beautiful, bountiful lands give us adventure,
give us ways to harness energy, and provide our homes. This planet gives to
each of us every single day. Our history, as people, has not been kind to our
world. Our search for new discoveries and new spaces has left lasting marks
on our planet. We must move to protect this world. We must choose to
protect our only home. Our planet is sacred and we must treat it with the
respect that it deserves.

GET STARTED!
Think about the things that the Earth give to you. What things are you most
thankful for that have come from the Earth? Think about a place that is sacred
to you--under a tree, by a lake, within the mountains, on the land of your
ancestors. What feelings does this sacred place bring to you? What would you
do to protect this place that is sacred to you?

NEED MORE INSPIRATION?
Check out theses poems: "Silent Sea" by Rachel Boast, "Sonnet XVII" & "Sonnet XII"
by Craig Santos Perez, and "Mother Earth" by David Lee Yellowmoon Rose. View
these works: "Artic Ocean (Northwest off the coast of Ellesmere Island, CAN), 83°
19’ 44.976”N, 79° 18’ 22.957”W, July 17th, 2017" by Zaria Forman, "Brecencia and
Pheasant III" by Allison Janae Hamilton, "Liquid City: Now and Then" by Eve
Mosher. and "Tree of Extinction" by Alexis Rockman.
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IN LANGUAGE LIES POWER

Language is our primary tool for expression and communication. From the
most normal to the most important, we use words to connect with others and
express the things that we feel. Because we can connect with others so easily
through language, it holds incredible power. When we don't have words, we
create them; when we need to make change, we use them. Our world has over
7,000 languages. Because of this diversity, many people also find their
identities and communities in places where they can make connection
because of shared language. The things we choose to say and write are the
vessel in which we connect with others. Our ability to connect is what makes
us human. Our connections bring us joyand wholeness--our language can do
this. Our connections are powerful and so is our language.

GET STARTED!
Think about a time when words made you feel something--whether you spoke
them, heard them, read them, or wrote them. What words are important to
you? In what ways do you connect to language? Is the language that you
speak a part of you identity? What value do you place on the language you
speak? Has there been a time when words have hurt you or healed you?

NEED MORE INSPIRATION?
Check out theses poems: "Forgotten Language" by Shel Silverstein, "The Old
Language" by Ronald Stuart Thomas, "L-a-n-g-u-a-g-e Loss" by Alyza Garcia.
View these works: "The Discomfort of Thought" by Christopher Wool, "If the
Color Changes" by Mel Bochner, and "Philadelphia, Pennsylvania" by Steve
Powers.
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EVERYONE DESERVES
JUSTICE

Everyone deserves to feel safe in their communities, have an equal say in
government, have equal chances to achieve their goals, and enjoy all that life
has to offer. All people deserve to feel this way--not just a select group at the
expense of others. All people can prosper together. For all of us to thrive, we
must all work towards a world where all people have justice. We must work
towards a world where we all can live together, without fear. No one has to
lose for other people to win. All people can thrive together. We choose to
create this world where everyone receives the justice they deserve.

GET STARTED!
Think about a world based on respect, mutual understanding, cooperation,
and collective thriving. What would it be like if our society was no longer
controlled by specific groups based on their gender, race, class, ability, or
sexual orientation? What things could we accomplish if all people did not
encounter barriers because of who they are? What could we do together if we
all were able to thrive?

NEED MORE INSPIRATION?
Check out theses poems: "A Woman Speaks" by Audre Lorde, "Justice" by
Praveen Kumar, and "I, Too" by Langston Hughes. View these works: "Stand
Tall Stand Loud" by Aaron Bell, "The Za'atari Project" by Joel Artista, and
"Flight" by Marie Hoeber.
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MY VOICE IS MY OWN
Each of us have our own stories, thoughts, feelings, and experiences. Although
we are influenced by the people around us, we all have our own beliefs. We
all have the ability to speak up for the things that are important to us. Even
though we won't all always agree, we won't always be in the majority, and we
won't always be able to make change quickly we must not stop speaking. We
must always push forward for a world where all voices are heard. We choose
to foster a world where everyone's story can be heard and valued. We choose
a world where my voice is my own.

GET STARTED!
Think about a time when you spoke up for what you believed. How did you
feel after speaking up? Are you glad that you spoke up? Think about a time
when you chose not to speak up for what you believed. Do you wish that you
would have? What parts of your life and experiences have shaped the way
that you view the world? How valuable are your lived experiences to you?

NEED MORE INSPIRATION?
Check out theses poems: "Caged Bird" by Maya Angelou, "Scream" by Jasmin
Kaur, and "Poem (I lived in the first century of the world wars)" by Muriel
Rukeyser. View "Minority Majority" by Theaster Gates and "Black Mass" by
Annett Lemieux. Listen to the song "Listen" by Beyoncé .
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SUBMISSION APPLICATION
NAME:
SCHOOL:
LOCATION OF SCHOOL:
GRADE:
EMAIL ADDRESS:
FORM OF EXPRESSION: POETRY PROSE ARTWORK
DIGITAL EXPRESSION OTHER:
DID A TEACHER ASSIGN THIS AS A PROJECT OR HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SUBMISSION?
NO
YES
IF YES, WHICH TEACHER?
TITLE OF SUBMISSION:
PLEASE INCLUDE THIS APPLICATION IN YOUR EMAIL SUBMISSION TO
MEDIUMSFORCHANGE@NEBRASKACOALITION.ORG OR IN YOUR MAIL SUBMISSION TO THE
ADDRESS PROVIDED
All information collected is for the purpose of celebrating the student, school, and teacher. Additional information may be requested
from students who are chosen to be published so that we may send out copies of the books in which they are published. We respect
everyone's safety and if you choose not to share all information, we understand. If a student does not want to share their email, we can
also contact a parent or teacher to share the news of their selection.

